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Abstract: Infectious outbreaks in confined environments, such as buildings or passenger transport, present a 

tremendous risk of rapid infection spread due to the high concentration of individuals. This is especially important for 

novel pathogens, which can spread very quickly in enclosed spaces similar to the 2009 H1N1 pandemic and the 

recent pandemic of SARS-CoV-2. Hence, modeling infection transmission is important for the prevention of 

epidemics and maintaining public health. 

Norwalk virus is one such viral pathogen, and is the leading cause of acute gastroenteritis globally, among children 

and adults. Norovirus has a tremendous global burden causing about 200,000 deaths annually and $4 billion dollars 

in economic impact. Each year, there are major norovirus and other pathogen outbreaks on cruise ships, and they are 

extremely difficult to manage because of factors such as close quarters, frequently contaminated surfaces and 

limited medical facilities. Unfortunately, current epidemiological models study summarized infection dynamics and 

do not consider detailed models of the environment, population behavior and pathogen transmission. 

A computational framework for real-time simulation of infection dynamics on a passenger vessel is proposed. This 

modeling framework integrates three major components, a geographic information system (GIS), AI agent-based 

simulation, virologic models and containment protocols. The accuracy of the system was evaluated against real 

world data and was shown to be significantly better than current compartmental models. The system was also able 

to validate the efficacy of various containment protocols. 
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